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BOLDRE STILL AND BOLDRE
(December 2017)

TABLE MOUNTAIN FROM THE LION’S HEAD

The Reverend Canon Andrew Neaum became the “House for Duty”
Anglican priest of the lovely Boldre Benefice in August 2013. The
Vicarage in which he and Diana live is on the edge of the New Forest,
a couple of miles north of Lymington in Hampshire. He is old
fashioned enough a priest to visit his flock in their homes, but “house
for duty” clergy are supposed to work only two days a week and
Sundays, which means visiting everyone in the parish takes a long
time. The following are the December 2017 weekly ruminations,
aired prejudices and footling observations that in the weekly pew
sheet augment his visits and help keep folk in touch week in and week
out. Earlier articles are available from the Article Page on this
Website:
http://www.andrewneaum.com/articles.htm

(224) “This and That” - 31 December 2017
My family had a pet penguin for a while on Tristan da Cunha. We fed it on raw fish,
supplemented by tinned pilchards. In Derbyshire, my attractively eccentric grandmother, kept
guinea fowl. They nested in local hedgerows. My brother and I attended Guinea Fowl Boys High
School in Rhodesia. Guinea fowl and penguins are favourite birds.
Penguins and auks
Because the African penguin brays like a donkey it is known as the jackass penguin. There’s
a colony near Simonstown on the Cape Peninsular. On our fortnight’s visit in November we made
a pilgrimage to seem them. As do many visitors to Cape Town. While there Diana spent a fruitful
and happy time bargaining for two colourful table cloths decorated with guinea fowl motifs.
Penguins are southern hemisphere birds. Except for the Galapagos penguins resident on
Isabella island. It’s tip reaches into the northern hemisphere.
When European sailors first encountered penguins, probably around Cape Town, they were
reminded of the great auk (pinguinus impennis) hence the name penguin. The great auk is now
extinct.
Not so the little auk. Half the size of a puffin it breeds on Arctic islands and forms the main
ingredient of an Inuit dish called Kiviaq. A sealskin is stuffed tight with hundreds and hundreds
of little auks, sealed from the air with seal fat and stored under a pile of rocks. The little birds are
left to ferment for 3 to 18 months before being eaten. The Father of Eskimology, the polar explorer
and anthropologist, Knud Rasmussen, died of food poisoning from this dish. What a way to go.
Penguins and climate
Penguins that live in temperate climes tend to be the smaller varieties. The tiniest of all is
called, in Australia, the fairy penguin. Holidaying on King Island in Bass Strait some years ago,
my daughters and I lay quietly on a stony beach waiting for foraging parent fairy penguins to return
to their chicks in burrows above the beach. As dusk fell they ventured ashore, waddling their way
right up to and then around us. We were alone with them. Unforgettable.
Penguins living in warmer climes develop ways of coping with sunshine and heat.
Especially when on land. Jackass penguins have featherless pink glands above their eyes. The
hotter it gets the more blood is sent to the gland to cool off in any breeze. Galapagos penguins pant
to allow evaporation to cool their throat and airways.
On Tristan da Cunha, Tierra del Fuego and the Falklands and in Australia and the Cape, I
have seen and delighted in seven species of penguin. Nothing to boast about. There are reckoned
to be seventeen distinct species.
Anthropomorphism
But why go on about birds? Because we love them and it’s an innate tendency of humans
to anthropomorphise. We attribute human traits and emotions to non-humans, particularly animals.
Though not only animals, to God also. God created man in his image and man has been returning
the compliment ever since. There is nothing deplorable in this. It is a form of empathy, of putting
yourself into another being in order to understand. A case could be made for the Incarnation as an
ultimate and divine act of anthropomorphism.
The South African and Christian poet Roy Campbell give us a beautiful reverse take on
anthropomorphism in….
The Theology of Bongwi the Baboon
This is the wisdom of the Ape
Who yelps beneath the Moon—
'Tis God who made me in His shape
He is a Great Baboon.

'Tis He who tilts the moon askew
And fans the forest trees,
The heavens which are broad and blue
Provide him his trapeze;
He swings with tail divinely bent
Around those azure bars
And munches to his Soul's content
The kernels of the stars;
And when I die, His loving care
Will raise me from the sod
To learn the perfect Mischief there,
The Nimbleness of God.

(223) “This and That” - 17 December 2017
Numerous mountains define the Cape Peninsular. Billions of mole hills litter it.
The ugliest of creatures
My sister and husband mollycoddle, pamper and love beyond telling, an ancient, arthritic
and sweet-natured Labrador called Elvis. Every morning he’s taken for a walk on the nearby vlei.
There he lumbers arthritically to the lake in the vlei’s centre, wades in and takes his daily
constitutional in the water, relieved of much of his weight.
Every square foot of the sandy grassland around the lake is home to a great mole hill. The
Cape dune mole rat is the culprit. It is the handsomest member of a species of particularly ugly
African rodent. The most repulsive of them all is the hairless naked mole rat. Surely the inspiration
for JRR Tolkien’s Gollum.
The Cape dune variety is not naked. It has a pelt of short, thick, velvety fur and is the
largest of all the species, about a foot long. All mole rats have large incisor teeth that protrude
unattractively from the mouth and are used for digging. Their lips close behind these teeth to stop
soil filling the mouth. Because it lives in dunes and sandy soils the Cape dune mole rat uses its
claws more than its teeth for digging. They are vegetarians. Grasses and sedges are pulled down
into the burrow by their roots.
Making an elephant out of a fly
The Old English name for our European mole was ‘want’. Mole hills were wantitumps. In
the middle ages the name changed to moldewarp (earth-thrower). By the 14th century the
shortened version molle had gained currency.
The first known linking of molehill to mountain is in a 1548 translation of a work by
Erasmus: ‘The Sophistes of Grece through their copiousness make an elephant of a flye, and a
mountaine of a molehill’. The priest poet Andrew Young wrote the following mole epitaph:
The Dead Mole
Strong shouldered mole,
That so much lived below the ground,
Dug, fought and loved, hunted and fed,
For you to raise a mound
Was as for us to make a hole;
What wonder now that being dead
Your body lies here, stout and square
Buried within the blue vault of the air?

To church in Rondebosch
On our first Sunday in the Cape we went to church at St Thomas’ Rondebosch. Its curate, Lorna
Lavarello-Smith, comes from Tristan da Cunha and is the daughter of my sister’s best friend, made
on the island in the nineteen fifties.
St Thomas’s is a pleasing stone church with three naves. As in so many churches nowadays
there are large screens for electronic revelations of the word.
In a tolerant, relaxed and all-embracing holiday mood, I reminded myself not be a
curmudgeonly stick-in-the-mud over such things. We must move with the times. Yet how pleased
I was that there was one minor and one major cock-up in the operation of the thing. It enabled me
to reflect, more characteristically, that church should be the one place in our lives where screens,
phones and electronic domination are relinquished.
The best of sermons
Lorna’s sermon was excellent. Based on the Parable of the Talents she asked how Jesus
would have responded to the two men who risked the talents given them, if they had lost them
instead of increasing them. She went on to consider how fear of failure can cripple lives.
I was sent off on another tangent. Jesus, I thought to myself, would surely have embraced
them even more warmly for their failure than their success. For had he not embraced the
crucifixion of his own hopes and endeavours and in doing so revealed, to his own surprise and
ours, that failure, properly accepted, can be redemptive. A sermon that shoots your mind off on
journeys like that, rather than to a round of golf or midday lunch, is the best of sermons.

(222) “This and That” - 10 December 2017
What is a Cape? Geographically a large promontory or headland reaching out into the sea.
Sartorially a short cloak. My favourite geographical Cape is the Cape of Good Hope, with Cape
Town, my favourite city, situated well to the north of its clawed southern tip.
Cape gooseberry jam
We have just returned from a two week visit. In our suitcases were several bottles of Cape
Gooseberry jam. For years I assumed the name of that most delicious of gooseberries to indicate
its origin to be South Africa, where it is widely grown. Not so. It originates in Peru (phylsalis
peruviana). The name ‘Cape’ might come from its association with the Cape of Good Hope, but
it could just as well be sartorial. The bright, golden fruit grows inside a delicate lantern or cape.
We grew them successfully in Australia. They can be grown in England too. So long as they are
moved into shelter during winter.
This visit to the Cape I reckon to be my twelfth. The first was on the Edinburgh Castle,
sailing from Southampton in 1952. I was six years old. The descendants of the squirrels we fed
peanuts in the city centre gardens then, are still being fed them by children today. The raucous
calling of newspaper sellers is no longer to be heard, but sitting on a step, waiting for a lift outside
a railway station, we were able to delight in the more musical street-cry of a seller of bananas. He
was so persuasive we bought some.
No pockets in a shroud
On that first visit I very nearly drowned in someone’s swimming pool and was introduced
to sweet potatoes. My mother hated them. Being a loyal son I did too. No longer. I now love them.
On that first visit, after a couple of weeks, we boarded the H.M.S. Actaeon in Simonstown and
sailed off to Tristan da Cunha. A seven day voyage of unrelenting seasickness. It was on our return
from Tristan, three and a half years later, that we went to the top of Table Mountain in the cable
car. This year we ignored the Table and cable. Instead we walked and scrambled up the Lion’s
Head. A beautiful walk with incomparable views on a perfect day.

Most of my visits to Cape Town, and Diana’s too, have been en passant. This is part of the
place’s magic. We always arrived expectant, on the way to life and adventure elsewhere. To
Tristan da Cunha, Rhodesia, Lesotho, St Helena.
Not so this time. We went simply to visit my sister and her family. We hadn’t seen them for
nearly six years. It was a spur of the moment decision. There are no pockets in a shroud and the
exchange rate as it stands ensures that they are unlikely ever to be able to visit us. So off we went.
Two worlds in collision
In Cape Town the third and first worlds collide. Poverty and wealth are next door
neighbours. Diana and I are not obvious tourists Diana dresses casually, like a local, and I in
scruffy shorts and sandals. Yet we still stand out as first-worlders. Walking up a busy street in
central Cape Town, I happened to look back just as a young man reached for Diana’s knapsack,
either to dip into or to attempt to rip it from her. Spotted, he crossed the road and disappeared.
We loved travelling on the trains. Not least because they were so horrific. The engines and
rolling stock are in the direst of dire straits. They are covered in graffiti, shriekingly noisy and
erratic of timing. The carriage seats are ripped and vandalised. Kapok rimmed craters in some of
the ripped open seats were so filthy and noxious that no one would sit on them, even on the most
crowded of journeys.
We lurched and squealed our way to Cape Town and back with people hanging out of the
open doors and perched outside on the buffers between the carriages. The sides of the railway line
were deep in litter. Every now and then the litter accumulated and congregated into a humpy.
Someone’s home and refuge.
Yet always in the distance beautiful mountains, sparkling sea and blue sky. And how
friendly even the poorest of folk seemed to be. Anxious to catch our eye and say hello. Also, and
happily, a far less secular society than ours.
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In ancient times if you developed a serious belly ache you didn't rush off to see the local
doctor. You went to see your priest. He would relieve you of a fee that would mystify the NHS.
A nice fat pigeon. This would be offered to God on the altar and then later eaten, out of sight, by
the priest. He was doctor and pharmacist as well as priest. The precincts of the temple were his
clinic.
Babylonian castor oil
Having taken the fee he would question you about your complaint and also, significantly,
about your sins. A prayer would be said over you and medicine prescribed. This would come from
the mortar and pestle of the priest, doctor and chemist you were consulting. It would be a
concoction of herbs like caper, garlic, mandrake or rue. Or it might be that most long-lived of all
medicines, castor oil, in use in ancient Babylon thousands of years ago. You would be given a
magical incantation to mutter at home before you went to bed, and an amulet to wear to ward off
evil spirits.
The great divorce
Things have changed. The ancient marriage between religion and medicine has ended in
separation and divorce. As medical knowledge accumulated so specialisation was needed. Divorce
was inevitable and appropriate.
Jesus of Nazareth, unlike St Luke, was no doctor. He was a healer. A very different thing.
His concern was with people's spiritual health. He carried around no mortar, pestle, herbs,
poultices or splints. Instead he confronted people with God. With a new angle on their relationship
with God and on God's with them. This had startling results, not least on a variety of physical
illnesses.

He was no medicine man though. There are Christian cranks all over the world who think
that for sickness, disease and injury all that is necessary is an encounter with Jesus and great
dollops of prayer. That there is no need to go to a doctor or hospital at all.
Dangerous nonsense. The separation of medicine and religion is right and proper. Doctors
are not priests and priests are not doctors.
Cold, dead, soulless hospitals
In those of my previous parishes that contained a hospital I would arrange a Hospital
Service every year on St Luke's day, the 18th of October.
I would invite, cajole and persuade
as many members of the local hospital and medical profession to attend as possible.
One of the reasons was to remind us all that hospitals and medical centres can be very cold,
clinical and impersonal places. That to be healed wholly the warmth of the Spirit needs breathing
into expertise and professionalism. That just as a body without breath is dead, so is a hospital cold,
dead, soulless and often significantly ineffective, if it ignores, devalues, fends off or derides the
spiritual. No matter how balanced its books.
Successful surgery
Such church services also helped Christians to be appreciative of and grateful to the medical
profession.
My favourite medicine man story concerns a tribe of pygmies. It reminds us that there is
much God-given wisdom and common sense in effective conventional medicine.
An active and plucky little pygmy developed nasty sores around his
thighs. He went to the witch doctor for help, and was given various
remedies, both herbal and magical. All to no purpose - the sores got
steadily worse. The fellow's faith in the witch doctor's ability
gradually waned. He decided to risk that man’s jealously and wrath
and visit the white doctor who lived at the big settlement a hundred
and twenty miles down the river. It was a long and dangerous
journey, but, after some months, he returned, completely cured. The
witch doctor was indeed furious, if a trifle impressed. What could the
white doctor do for you that I couldn't do for you he asked? He cut
nine inches off the tops of my wellington boots!
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